
EECS 16A
Least Squares Algorithm



Last lecture: Trilateration
Finding my 2D position by calculating distances to 3 satellites with 
known positions:



B1: 5m
B2: 5m
B3: 5m
B4: 5m

Least squares estimate:
(0,0)

Case 1: No noise gives unique solution

Correct 
measurements:



Case 2: Noisy measurements

B1: 5.3m
B2: 4.5m
B3: 5.1m
B4: 4.8m

Least squares estimate:
(-0.28,0.26)

All measurements 
have error:

Estimate has some error, but will get smaller 
with more measurements (if error is random)



B1: 6.8m
B2: 5m
B3: 5m
B4: 5m

Least squares estimate:
(0,1.04)

Case 3: Some noisy measurements

All measurements 
have error:

Error is not spread evenly (random), if I knew 3 
were correct, I would have gotten answer 
correct…
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